
IMPROVE OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY WITH SCALED IMPLEMENTATION

We’re introducing a new way to help 
you save time and increase 
efficiency.
By opting in to automatically apply recommendations, you are regularly implementing best 
practices to your Google ads accounts, so you can focus on strategic client initiatives.

Achieve greater success for your business by automatically 
applying recommendations

You can now opt-in to apply a subset 
of recommendations automatically to 
your account, which can improve 
your account performance and save 
you time. You can automatically 
apply recommendations from the top 
bar of the Recommendations page.

Available across Search, 
Shopping and Display 
campaign types

Tip

Scale best practices Improve 
performance Boost efficiency 

This feature helps you by applying 
tailored recommendations based 
on your settings and goals — so 
you never miss an opportunity to 
connect with potential customers.

The feature takes into 
consideration performance 
history, campaign settings, 
and trends across Google 
to ensure the most relevant 
recommendations are applied 
to help improve results.

Spend less time on manual 
tasks, which means more 
time to strategize for your 
business.

Why automatically apply recommendations? 
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Google Ads Tools

Types of recommendations you can choose from

Opt-out of automatically applied recommendations at any time

Applying recommendations automatically will not increase your budget.

●

● Use Optimise ad rotation  (S, D)
● Add RSA  (S)

● Add DSA (S)
● Expand your reach with Google 

search partners (S, Sh)
● Remove duplicate keywords (S)
● Remove non-serving keywords (S)

● Bid more efficiently with Enhanced CPC (S, Sh, D, H)
● Bid more efficiently with Target impression share  (S)
● Bid more efficiently with Target CPA*  (S, D)
● Bid more efficiently with Target ROAS*  (S, Sh, D)
● Bid more efficiently with Maximize clicks  (S, D)
● Bid more efficiently with Maximize conversions  (S, D)
● Raise CPA targets (S) 
● Marginal ROI - tROAS lowering (S)
● Set ROAS target (S, Sh)
● Set CPA target (S)

● Remove conflicting negative keywords (S, D) 
● Add Keywords (S)
● Use Targeting Expansion (D)
● Audience reporting (S, Sh) 
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Bidding and Budgets Ads and Extensions

Keywords and Targeting

You are in full control of opting out.

Disable a recommendation from being automatically applied 
individually in the “History” table and individually or in bulk within 
the “Manage” settings.

Once you’ve opted in to automatically applying a recommendation, you’ll be 
able to track which recommendations are enabled in the History tab of the 
Recommendations page. You’ll also be able to see how many times that 
recommendation has been applied in the past week, when it was last applied, 
and when you first opted in. 

Keep
in mind

Resources

Note

Help center article

Marketing blog post

https://support.google.com/google-ads/answer/10279006
https://support.google.com/google-ads/answer/10525129


Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

List down the recommended 
CIDs to opt in based on 

available headroom.

Decide the 
recommendations types to 
be applied automatically.

Recommendations start 
applying as soon as they 

become available in Google Ads.
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Customers are seeing success

Auto apply recommendations free up time 
so we can focus on what matters: meeting 
client goals, creating better strategies, and 
focusing on the future.

—Radd Interactive

Get More Traffic’s impressive client results 
during the Auto apply recommendations pilot 
included a 17% increase in conversions and 
12% lift in conversion rates and clicks

—Get More Traffic

Our clients are happier than ever. 
We’ve been getting very positive feedback 
on being better communicators, offering 
testing opportunities, and focusing more 
on strategy.

—Titan Growth

Leverage the following next steps


